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ABSTRACT:

OpenStreetMap offers manifold possibilities for spatial analysis and location based services. However, fitness for purpose is a
commonly discussed issue. As external datasets of high quality are frequently missing, many assessments rely on intrinsic methods.
Existing tools for intrinsic data analysis tend to focus on specific topics and/or regions. We present a tool that provides access to
currently 32 attributes or indicators at the level of single OpenStreetMap objects. These indicators cover aspects concerning the
element itself, surrounding objects and the editors of the object. The usability of the tool was proven on the use case of land-use and
land-cover polygons. We applied the tool to 1000 randomly sampled polygons. A tendency that OpenStreetMap objects in more
densely populated areas were smaller was detected. Age and size of the objects differed across the continents with older and smaller
objects in Europe and North America. A k-means cluster analysis was used to identify groups in the data. This detected a cluster
highly influenced by North American lakes that originate from imports. The tool offers amble opportunities for future research,
supports the OpenStreetMap community by making informed planning decisions for future activities and enables data consumers
to make informed decisions on data usage. While the development was made with land-use and land-cover information in mind,
the tool can be seamlessly applied to any polygonal OpenStreetMap data and also supports linear and point data.

1. INTRODUCTION

OpenStreetMap (OSM) has evolved to one of the most used
geographic databases. It is a major knowledge source for re-
searchers, professionals and the general public to answer geo-
graphically related questions. As a free and open community
project, the OSM database can not only be edited but also used
by any person with very limited restrictions like internet access
or usage citation. This open nature of the project enabled the
establishment of a vibrant community that curates and main-
tains the projects’ data and infrastructure, but also a growing
ecosystem of tools that use or analyse the data (OpenStreetMap
Contributors, 2022b,a). Prominent examples for these tools are
the routing platform OpenRouteService1 or the analyses plat-
form ohsome2, which is based on the OSM History Database
(OSHDB) (Raifer et al., 2019).

The large variety of interests for using OSM data is mirrored
in the variety of stakeholders and tools surrounding the pro-
ject. For mappers and the community interests often revolves
around mapping tools, map change notifications, activity re-
ports or leader-boards (Neis, 2022). Professionals on the other
hand are more interested in easy data access and usability, while
researchers are additionally interested into studying the OSM
community and analysing the OSM data. One of the most prom-
inent analysis topics is data quality that has been covered in the-
ory (see for example Barron et al., 2014; Senaratne et al., 2017)
as well as in many practical studies (e.g. Jokar Arsanjani et al.,
2015; Brückner et al., 2021).
∗ Corresponding author
1 https://openrouteservice.org
2 https://ohsome.org

Senaratne et al. (2017) characterises analyses into extrinsic met-
rics, where OSM is compared to another dataset, and intrinsic
indicators, where metrics are calculated from the data itself.
While the quality gold-standard is mostly defined for extrinsic
metrics through an external dataset of higher or known quality
and standards, intrinsic indicators are sometimes not so easily
interpretable in the context of quality and are an ongoing topic
of research. However, external datasets of high quality are fre-
quently not available. In recent years the interest has also more
and more shifted towards doing large scale or even global ana-
lyses (e.g. Herfort et al. (2021)) which further limits the number
of potential high quality alternatives as reference.

This diversity of tools can be a challenge for data users who
will find themselves in a universe of highly specialised or com-
plex tools using different programming languages, platforms,
interfaces, output formats etc. While there have been efforts to
provide users with higher level data insight and analyses plat-
forms, these still mostly concentrate on or are limited to certain
topics or regions. To our knowledge no tool exists to analyse
and combine topic independent aspects of the data at the highest
possible resolution: single OSM elements. This work sets out
to bridge this gap by integrating multiple aspects of the OSM
ecosystem into one workflow that allows the quantitative as-
sessment of selected OSM elements. While the proposed tool
is yet another contribution to the ecosystem, it sets out to bundle
a set of analyses, that would otherwise have to be run or imple-
mented by users seperately and individually. The new software
and its functionality is described in section 2.1 before applying
it to the example use-case of Land-use and Land-cover (LULC)
information in OSM in section 2.2. The use-case findings are
described and interpreted in sections 3 and 4 before section 5
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concludes with a summary and outlook.

1.1 Related Work

The presented tool combines the findings and suggestions of
more than 15 scientific studies, community initiatives or com-
munity projects. The full list of references sourced by the tool is
available in the respective documentation linked below. These
works have analysed various aspects of the OSM data such as
properties of the OSM object itself, properties of its surround-
ing OSM objects and properties of the OSM editors who edited
the object. Many but not all of these studies focused on the
aspect of data quality.

The general assessment of OSM geometries and their properties
is e.g. described by Mooney et al. (2010). Measuring the mean
distance between vertices of OSM polygons, they found that
this metric may vary across different land cover types. Smaller
distances are related to higher detail which can have implica-
tions for the quality of a feature, i.e. a forest polygon with low
detail might not be representative of the actual boundaries on
the ground (Mooney et al., 2010).

Although individual OSM objects can be viewed individually,
they are always embedded in a larger context of surrounding
OSM objects, communities of contributors and other classifica-
tion systems, such as biomes or socio-economic factors. Com-
paring contributions and communities for selected cities, Neis
et al. (2013) found a positive correlation between contributor
density and Gross National Product per capita and showed that
community sizes vary between Europe and other regions. In
2021, Schott et al. (2021) described ‘digital’ and ’physical loc-
ations’ in which an OSM object is located. These ’locations’
consist of OSM-specific measures such as density and diversity
of elements, but also include aspects of economic status, culture
and population density to describe the surrounding of an object.

Furthermore, the OSM database does not only offer the possib-
ility to exploit elements, but also to gather information about
the mappers who edited the objects. In previous studies, users
were categorised by their experience (Neis et al., 2013), the dis-
tance of the edited object to other edits by the same user (Neis
and Zipf, 2012) and the tag diversity which can show how spe-
cialised a user is (Schott et al., 2021).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Software

The presented tool named OSM Element Vectorisation Tool
(OEVT)3 defines an extensible workflow for OSM data ana-
lyses. The goal of the tool is to transform raw OSM data ob-
jects into interpretable or machine readable attributes, some-
times also called vectorisation, embedding or feature construc-
tion. Many of these attributes where in the past linked to data
quality or presumed to be indicating a certain quality. The term
’indicator’ is therefore used synonymous to ’attribute’ or data
’metric’. Raw OSM data itself represents the same two inform-
ation as any other geographic data: 1) what is 2) where. The Vo-
lunteered Geographic Information (VGI) aspect of OSM though
adds a huge amount of additional information, that is hidden be-
hind this strict technical view on the data. Sieber and Haklay
3 source code available at https://gitlab.gistools.geog.uni-h
eidelberg.de/giscience/ideal-vgi/osm-element-vectori

sation

(2015) called this ”the epistemology(s) of VGI”. In contrast
to ’official’ geodata, OSM and its communities transparently
communicate the existence of these epistemologies that express
themselves e.g. though the absence or variability of standard-
ised data collection and mapping methods which in turn add
inherent information to the data. For example any OSM ob-
ject has a story to tell about who created it why, when and how.
The presented tool makes a step in this direction to facilitate
and formalise the analyses and explicit communication of this
information.

Out of the endless number of possible data aspects, a set of 32
indicators are currently available for the user to choose. These
cover aspects concerning the element itself (e.g. object area,
geometric complexity and object age) but also the surround-
ing data (e.g. the mapping saturation and community active-
ness) and the editors (e.g. their experience, remoteness or edit-
ing software used). These indicators are a collection of metrics
that have been analysed in dedicated scientific studies as well
as by the OSM community. The collection was augmented by
indicators the authors deemed interesting or useful. A full list
of the indicators, their calculation, description, data type, used
data sources and the inspirational source is contained in the doc-
umentation of the repository linked above.

The tool is centred around a Python package. Figure 1 provides
a visual representation of the tool. The package bundles all
data collection from the different used sources, data transform-
ation, some data analyses and the backend handling. The tool
uses a PostGIS enhanced PostgreSQL database as backend data
storage and computation framework. It draws on other sources
where necessary such as POST-requests and Java. Further data
processing is done using the R scripting language. The database
enables an efficient server-side computation on the potentially
large and interwoven data. Additionally, the backend enables
the tool to be fail-safe between computations. It can recover
from many common issues like failed connections because the
data and all intermediate results are persisted and the tool will
automatically detect incomplete analyses when it is restarted.
The workflow is also resilient towards missing data. The main
Python module to run the full workflow as well as parts thereof
can be applied by the user in their own code via the provided
Python-API. This though requires a certain backend setup that
must then be provided by the user. Additionally, a command
line interface exists that makes the tool available for any user,
independent of any programming experience. Alternatively a
Docker Compose4 script will set up a suitable backend and run
the tool. The Docker setup also provides a minimal reprodu-
cible example that enables interested users to test the tool within
a few minutes.

Apart from the static connection parameters to the backend and
the necessary external data sources, the workflow only requires
a location and timestamp as input to analyse a certain set of ele-
ments. Benchmarks have shown that the tool is capable of pro-
cessing around 1k elements per hour making it a suitable tool
for larger analyses of custom regions or element sets. How-
ever, producing meaningful benchmarks for the tool is nearly
impossible as the computational time highly depends on the
analysed objects. While some analyses durations are linked to
the amount of data processed, others are more influenced by
the data composition or have an O(1) time complexity. Apart
from the database, the tool can optionally write the output to a
Geopackage and thematic CSV-files.

4 https://docs.docker.com/compose/
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Figure 1. A visual representation of the workflow stages.

Development of the tool was done with LULC information in
mind and many calculated metrics can be related to OSM data
quality. The software though refrains from any interpretation
or intended usage of the results. In fact the tool can be applied
to any geometry type like points and lines as well as any OSM
information topic where most indicators produce valuable and
meaningful insights. Users are therefore encouraged to use the
output for their own ideas. Machine learning for example is one
application that is currently investigated, by linking the calcu-
lated attributes to a certain set of labels for model training. The
following section will provide three concrete usage examples
to demonstrate the usability of the tool. Namely a certain hypo-
theses is tested and two explorative data analyses are conducted.

2.2 Application

To prove the potential of the tool, it was applied in a use-case
study of LULC elements. LULC information is an interesting
aspect of OSM. On the one hand this information is central as it
provides the base layer and background for most rendered maps
based on the data. It also gets more and more attention from the
remote sensing community where it is used e.g. as a training
label source for machine learning for image classification prob-
lems (e.g. Schultz et al., 2017; Fonte et al., 2019; Schott et al.,
2022; Vargas-Munoz et al., 2021). Yet, this information has a

challenging stand within the OSM ecosystem as it is more diffi-
cult to map compared to other map topics. Natural ambiguities
and an ever growing tagging scheme consisting of sometimes
overlapping or ambiguous definitions are some challenges map-
pers face.

1000 out of the then globally existing 62.9 million LULC ele-
ments were randomly sampled on 2022-01-01. Only polygonal
objects with at least on of the LULC defining tags5 were con-
sidered. These elements’ IDs were then fed to the OEVT to
extract the data and calculate the described metrics (see Ap-
pendix). The sample therefore represents a random selection.
Yet, there is a second dimension of randomness that could be
used, when sampling polygonal geographic objects: the random
location. Sampling at random location would potentially avoid
a bias towards more densely mapped areas such as Canada or
Germany. However, it would introduce another bias as large
objects, such as those representing the Sahara dessert, have a
much higher chance of being selected than smaller objects. An
analysis of all OSM LULC polygons in 2021 showed this bias
(c.f. figure 2).
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Figure 2. OSM LULC tags by their frequency and size, based on
all OSM LULC polygons in 2021. Colors represent the tag-key.
The gray horseshoe defines an area where tags can be classified

as too small (too detailed), too large (too general) or too rare
(not in use). Diagonal grid lines define tags of equal importance

meaning equal global areal coverage.

Grasping the amount of new data and insights generated by the
tool can be challenging, especially when it comes to indicator
interactions. We therefore chose a) a hypotheses driven stat-
istical approach to selected data aspects and b) an automated
clustering method to analyse and structure the data and demon-
strate the usability of the new toolchain.

Three hypotheses describe our assumptions of the triangular re-
lation between the size of OSM objects, their age and their loc-
ation in terms of population density (c.f. figure 3). We first hy-
pothesise, that a general mapping order exists where the OSM

5 The ohsome-filter is a textual composite that clearly defines a set of
elements. The used filter is defined in https://github.com/GISci

ence/ohsome-quality-analyst/blob/c04f965cff819f52918

8dfb3061be96fdb48f948/workers/ohsome quality analyst

/ohsome/layer definitions.yaml#L310.
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community first concentrates on or arises from urban areas be-
fore moving to rural areas. This order has been found in snap-
shot assessments where at a given point in time, rural areas were
more complete and of higher quality than rural areas (Haklay,
2010; Zielstra and Zipf, 2010; Girres and Touya, 2010). Yet, it
is unclear if these findings still hold true today on a global scale
and how strong this relation is. This assumption is tested by
hypotheses 1 (H1): There is a positive correlation between the
object age and the population density.

Hypotheses 2 (H2) targets the size of elements in relation to
their location in terms of population density. Namely, we as-
sume a ’natural’ interaction between these factors where areas
with higher population density are more fragmented and there-
fore exhibit smaller elements while areas with low population
density such as forest are often larger objects. There is a negat-
ive correlation between the object size and the population dens-
ity.

Hypotheses 3 (H3) targets the size of elements in relation to
their age. Here, two opposing assumptions exist: Large geo-
graphical entities may be mapped first and regions may be first
coarsely drafted before adding details. This would lead to old
objects being of larger size. Yet, hypotheses 1 and 2 contradict
this tendency: according to H1 and H2 younger objects would
be in areas with less population density and therefore tend to
be larger. We therefore hypothesise that there is no significant
correlation between the objects’ age and their size.

All three hypotheses were tested separately using Kendall’s τ
as a non-parametric correlation metric (Hollander and Wolfe,
1973) and the method introduced by Benjamini and Hochberg
(1995) to adjust the p-value for multiple comparisons.

Object
Age

Object
Size

Population
Density

no 
correlation 

 

negative positive

Figure 3. Hypothesised triangular relationship between the
object size, the object age and the population density.

Interactions that were confirmed by statistical testing are marked
in blue.

In a second experiment these three data aspects of object size,
object age and population density were tested for regional tend-
encies meaning their spatial distribution over the seven con-
tinents. First, South America, Oceania and Antarctica were
grouped into an ’other’-group to assure a minimum of 30 ele-
ments per continent(-group). A general Kruskal–Wallis rank
sum test (Hollander and Wolfe, 1973) detected significant (p <
0.02) differences between the continents for all three data as-
pects. These effects were then further analysed in pairwise Wil-

coxon rank sum tests (Hollander and Wolfe, 1973) using the
same p-value correction method as above.

Additionally a k-means clustering (Hartigan and Wong, 1979)
with five cluster centers was performed to identify multi-attri-
bute clusters. K-means is prone to extreme values. Therefore,
any values extending beyond the lower or upper bound defined
by equation 1:

bl = Q1 − 1.5× IQR; bu = Q3 + 1.5× IQR (1)

where bl, bu = lower/upper bound
Q1, Q3 = first/third quartile (25/75%)
IQR = inter quartile range (Q3 −Q1),

were rounded to the respective bound (McGill et al., 1978). In
addition all numeric variables were standardised to have a mean
of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.5 (following Gelman, 2008)
and all non-numeric variables were converted to dummy vari-
ables. In addition the data was stripped off any geographic in-
formation as we were hypothesising that the different clusters
might be linked to different geographic regions. Namely, the
continent, biome and Human Development Index (HDI) inform-
ation was removed. The best fit from 1000 runs with random
starting points was used for the cluster assignment of the OSM
objects.

3. RESULTS

The main hypotheses regarding the mapping order (H1) could
not be confirmed. In fact, the estimated correlation was slightly
negative meaning that for the used sample, objects in urban
areas were younger than in rural area. The negative correla-
tion between the object size and the population density (H2)
could be confirmed with a p-value<0.01 though the τ was only
-0.096 meaning that while a correlation was found, the effect
was small (figure 4). H3 was equally confirmed, but only after
p-value correction (p-value=0.14). Because the conducted ana-
lyses was of explorative nature, we were willing to accept sig-
nificant results up to a p-value of 0.1.

The random dataset was dominated by European objects (61%)
followed by North America (18%), Asia (9%), Africa (7%),
South America (4%), Oceania (2%) and the Antarctic (0.1%).
North America and Europe exposed significantly smaller object
sizes compared to the ’other’-group (South America, Oceania,
Antarctica). More significant differences were observed for
the age comparison where Africa contained the youngest ob-
jects followed by Asia having significantly younger objects than
Europe and North America. North America on the other hand
contained the oldest objects in comparison to all other contin-
ents (figure 5). The population density in the region the objects
were located at also showed significant differences between the
continents. Asian elements were located in more densely pop-
ulated areas compared to Africa and Europe, that had medium
population densities, while North America and the ’other’ group
showed the lowest population densities.

3.1 k-means

The clusters detected by the k-means algorithm were similar in
size with between 131 and 255 elements. Cluster 1 was com-
posed of many large, complex objects that were often changed,
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Figure 4. Interaction between the population density and the
object size. The diagonal red line represents our idealised

second hypotheses, the blue line is a linear regression estimate.

especially by inexperienced mappers. A relatively high share,
in comparison to the whole random sample, of this cluster were
forest or built-up areas and elements on the European contin-
ent. Contributions to objects in this cluster were often flagged
as ’bad data’ by OSMCha6.

Cluster 2 contained a remarkable share of objects that were
located in low HDI areas as well as a relatively high share
of elements in Africa or Asia. Many objects were relatively
young and contributed by experienced but non-local mappers.
Over 80% of these polygons were flagged as imported data by
OSMCha.

Cluster 3 was dominated by lakes in North America, specific-
ally Canada. The data source for these lakes was often marked
as an import from official sources. While these imports already
dated back relatively long, the data has seldom been updated
since then, even though a relatively high amount of individual
mappers was active in these areas.

Cluster 4 was more diverse than the previous clusters, meaning
it was more similar to the general random sample distributions.
It had a slight tendency towards recently added elements, ele-
ments in Europe and forest polygons.

Cluster 5 had similar attributes to cluster 2. Yet, elements in this
cluster were often added by inexperienced mappers and map-
pers who exclusively used the iD editor7. This cluster also had
a higher share of agricultural objects like farmland.

4. DISCUSSION

The presented OEVT, although still under active development,
enables users to generate multi-faceted data insights. Their use-
fulness was shown in three example applications. The new

6 https://osmcha.org/
7 https://github.com/openstreetmap/iD
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Figure 5. Object age in relation to the continents the OSM
LULC objects were located. Africa contained significantly

younger objects while North America contained significantly
older objects.

insights gained from these applications already increased our
knowledge of OSM LULC information at the global scale.

The hypotheses driven testing showed that the ’natural’ rela-
tion between the object size and the population density exists,
even if this effect is surprisingly small. The analysed sample
may though be too generic to gain detailed insights in this do-
main. On a global scale, many influencing factors may overlap
or intervene with each other, hindering the extraction of single
detailed effects. For the example at hand we can assume that
there are multiple regional communities or active mappers with
individual mapping styles. The mapping detail in urban or rural
regions will therefore be linked to these and other factors as
well, not only the population density. The population density
itself may not be generalisable on a global scale. The same
level of fragmentation, meaning object size distribution, may be
reached at different population density values, depending e.g.
on the continent.

A similar interpretation has to be drawn when looking at the two
other tests. No global mapping order could be proven where
mappers first concentrate on urban areas before moving to rural
areas. Yet, this does not imply that this mapping order does not
exist in certain sub-regions. In addition, the age of an object
is a fragile metric that highly depends on the mapping style of
local mappers. Mappers frequently decide to delete and redraw
elements instead of changing the original object, especially if
the object was only a coarse approximation. This though ’re-
sets’ the object age, meaning that urban areas may have a high
share of young objects because they are still actively mapped
and maintained, even though they started their map-appearance
relatively early. A similar conclusion has to be drawn from the
non-correlation between the object size and their age meaning
that objects of different size are drawn at any point in time. Yet,
regional specialities may exist and revisiting this data aspect in
the future may lead to surprising insights. As a conclusion of
the hypotheses driven testing, we can manly record that OSM
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is diverse and multi-faceted and can hardly be described on a
global scale, making our tool a valuable contribution facilitat-
ing these local and multi-faceted insights in the future.

Some of these regional trends were exposed by the second stat-
istical analyses which characterised OSM as a predominantly
European and North American project (c.f. Budhathoki and Hay-
thornthwaite, 2013) that only in later stages spread to other con-
tinents. These findings also supported the notion of OSM being
subject to a digital divide where European and American users
have had easy access to mapping equipment which may be more
difficult for African, Asian or South American users. Addition-
ally, one can argue that Europe’s LULC data may be of the same
age as North American, yet has been more often updated and
thereby redrawn, resetting the object age as described above.
The object size difference on the other hand is not surprising,
considering the findings and assumptions of H2, seeing that the
’other’-group is made up of continents with large areas of low
population density like Australia, the Amazon rain forest, Ant-
arctica and the Argentinian Pampas. The small object size in
Europe and North America can though also be caused by the
high level of detail already reached in these regions. The pop-
ulation density suggests that there may be a mapping order for
OSM LULC objects present in Asia, where large areas with low
population density exist (e.g. in Mongolia) but only high pop-
ulation density areas are mapped. Surprisingly, North America
was very well mapped with respect to LULC in low population
density areas, which explains the third k-means cluster. The im-
ported North American lakes contributed a large number of ob-
jects to the database, while being located in very remote areas.

The aforementioned cluster 3 was the most striking finding by
the algorithm. Although the cluster does not exclusively contain
North American lakes, it describes a certain object archetype
that is rarely found outside this domain e.g. with some forest or
wetland elements. This element group makes up a considerable
share of the global data and must therefore be taken into account
when analysing or describing the global dataset. Additionally
this data type, sourced from official data through imports, may
also be relevant for other information domains such as the road
network or building footprints, where imports are a legitimate
data source. This supports the ambivalent findings by Juhász
and Hochmair (2018), who stated that imports can lead to a
more active community but may also hinder community devel-
opment. Cluster 3 may cause the latter because these object are
located in remote areas with little local population and therefore
little local community potential.

The other clusters cannot be categorised or interpreted that eas-
ily. Cluster 2 also contained references to imported data. Yet,
this flag was awarded by an automated mechanism through OS-
MCha that considers all changes made within a changeset8.
Presumably, this mechanism mostly relies on the changeset size,
i.e. the amount of data uploaded via one changeset. Therefore
cluster 2 could also be caused by power-mappers, who create
a large amount of data within short time frames. Objects from
these changesets could therefore be misinterpreted as imports.
This assumption is supported by the high experience of contrib-
utors to objects in cluster 2, which in turn also leads to a high
diversity in object types touched by these users. Power map-
pers are frequently active in mapping campaigns organised e.g.
by the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT) or UN Map-
pers. Combining this assumption with the low HDI, the low

8 A changeset in OSM is a collection of map edits similar to a commit in
git.

completeness, the large share of African and Asian elements,
the youth of the objects as well as the relatively high remote-
ness of contributors and the data source coming from non-Bing
aerial images further supports this assumptions. Bing can be
seen as the standard aerial image source for OSM while non-
Bing images are often used e.g. in distaster response contexts,
where more recent possibly commercial aerial images are made
available. Humanitarian mapping teams are often active in in
the described world regions and predominantly rely on remote
mapping campaigns. Only UN Mappers though are active con-
tributors of LULC data while HOT concentrates more on build-
ing and infrastructure data.

Care has to be taken to not assume indicator interactions without
proving them. For example cluster 2 contains a larger amount
of young as well as a larger amount of African elements. Yet,
it is unclear if the cluster contains young African elements or
if in fact the African elements contribute to the older share of
elements in the age distribution.

Cluster 5 had similar attributes to cluster 2. Striking differ-
ences were observed for the used mapping software, the low
experience of mappers as well as the higher share of agricul-
tural objects. UN Mappers could also play a role here assuming
this platform attracts a large amount of newcomers like HOT.
The remoteness of users though is average. This could either
be caused by an inherent problem of the remoteness calcula-
tion, where the center of activity of mappers is considered as
their home region. On-time contributors or beginners may have
their center of activity at the location of their only map contri-
bution, e.g. in Africa, even though they reside in Europe and
made a remote contribution. Alternatively, they could actually
be local mappers that joined the project individually or were
activated by the aforementioned platforms. Again, it has to be
emphasized that cluster 5 does not exclusively contain African
and Asian elements. The object type created by inexperienced
UN Mappers in Africa or Asia may though describe another ob-
ject archetype that can also be found on all other continents and
in all other LULC classes.

Cluster 1 did not show any strong relation to imports or organ-
ised mapping activities. It rather agglomerates larger objects
that share similar attributes that may be caused by their size.
Especially coarseness, complexity and frequent changes were
common for large objects. It takes a lot of effort to draw large
objects in high detail and often is not required e.g. for forests
that have long straight edges. At the same time these objects of-
ten contain holes or other geometries that strongly deviate from
simple triangles, circles or squares explaining the higher com-
plexity. Frequent changes can also be caused by size as these
objects overlap large areas and therefore interact with many
changes or contributions in their surrounding. Additionally, this
cluster had a relatively high share of built-up areas, mostly res-
idential areas that inherently have a high community potential
and therefore a high ’change potential’. This notion is suppor-
ted by the high localness of mappers.

Finally cluster 4 could be seen as a sort of ’remainder’ cluster,
due to its high diversity or better said its high amount of rel-
atively average indicator values. To fully understand this and
all other clusters though, more detailed and multidimensional
analyses are needed.
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5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The presented work establishes a new software for OSM data
transformation. This FOSS workflow that draws on different
datasources, scientifc studies, community efforts and new meth-
ods helps to analyse OSM data in an automated fashion and
converts the qualitative OSM raw data into quantitative indicat-
ors and metrics. Meanwhile it does not judge or interpret any of
its results making its application a free choice for the user. Ex-
emplary studies have shown the applicability and usefulness of
the tool for specific hypotheses or explorative questions as well
as for automated procedures such as clustering. An additional
use-case is already contained within the tool that provides a ma-
chine learning based quality estimation. This feature though
is still in an experimental phase. The future work on the tool
will include more tests on its applicability on other OSM topics
such as infrastructure, buildings or Points Of Interest as well as
an increase in the number of calculated indicators. The cluster
analyses for example provided hints with respect to organised
mapping activities that can often be identified though hashtags
(#) in changeset comments. Such an information could also be
gathered by future releases of the tool. In addition, work has
already started on further usage facilitation. While the current
status allows the execution of the tool by any user via Docker,
a hosted web interface where all necessary auxiliary data is
already present would also enable less tech-savvy users to test
the tool.

More concrete insights were gained by the exemplary analyses
that gave a good overview of the current state of LULC inform-
ation in OSM. Confirming the widespread notion of a ’diverse
dataset’ for this domain, yet, finding regional data communit-
ies as well as global archetypes hints towards a much larger
amount of data aspects that still remain to be unveiled. The
strong role that organised mapping activities are suspected to
play in LULC data generation, as well as the strong regional
and topical limitation of the ’imported’ cluster 3 are only two
insights that need further and more detailed investigation in the
future. Especially, a more detailed look into objects that do
not fit the general cluster narrative, e.g. for the North American
lakes will be an inspiring topic that we are looking forward to
drill into. Additionally, the gained insights should be linked to
other topics such as data quality e.g. by identifying elements
that need the communities attention.

Nevertheless the presented work already enables the OSM com-
munity to make a more informed planning of future activities
like organised mapping or data curation efforts and enables data
consumers to make informed decisions on data usage. It also fa-
cilitates the reproducability of the cited studies which date back
up to 12 years and are certainly worth being revisited. We hope
that this new tool will fuel these and many other data analyses
and enable more data analysts to join us on our path for a more
thorough understanding of the OSM data base.
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APPENDIX

The raw data as well as a fully documented R script with addi-
tional images for the example analyses is available at https:
//gitlab.gistools.geog.uni-heidelberg.de/giscien

ce/ideal-vgi/foss4g2022-analyses.
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